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The Great Things You’ll Do! is the perfect message for those ages 10 to 100, who seek to

achieve their goals and dreams, including those with prior setbacks in life. From high school to

college students, newlywed to new job, promotions to victories—all will be inspired to take a

moment of deep self-examination to think of the great things they desire to achieve. It

energizes readers to hold on to their dreams through ambition and drive.You will be

encouraged to "Champion the sport that enables your gifts and talents to grow; from an

amateur level beginner to the master skills of a pro.” And no matter how small, success is for

everyone.The three diverse people pictured are examples of the possibilities of what you can

achieve. It invites you to be the one with a conscience to do the right things. In doing so, you

will pass others as you soar to new heights. While the text provides a resilient message of

independence and potential, in the end—“it’s all up to you, the great things you’ll do.” This book

is already a classic.

"Gregory Collins' inimitable illustrations and exhilarating rhymes convinces you that success is

yours!" - Derrick Jordan"Only the second book that has proven to be popular for graduates of

all ages since 'Oh, the Places You'll Go!'" -Flora H. Henry"This may be one of the only books

ever published to legitimately deserve to be called a modern classic." -Franchetta Collins"A

great gift for those on sports teams! I purchased 18 of them. A classic!" -Vincent Aldan"My 68

year old grandmother retired and received this book and will cried for days--she loved it!" -

James Duncan"A priceless gift--5 out of 5 stars! This book picks up perfectly whereDr. Seuss's

Oh, the Places You'll Go! leaves off." -Shirley Williams"The Great Things You'll Do! celebrates

and encourages the unlimited potential within you. It helped turn my son's life in the right

direction. Thanks!" -Rodney Turner"A perfect book for anyone attempting to achieve anything in

life should have this book. It's so impressively and poetically written." -Dennis L. Richardson--

This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorGregory Collins is a writer, speaker,

Achievement Coach, and an expert in mentoring and high-performance leadership. He has

traveled the world as a naval officer with more than thirty years of service. He has written

numerous poems, articles, and technical papers; as well as ghost-written several books. He

served as an editor of successful newsletters at two U. S. Navy commands. Collins is the

author of The Radiant Powers of Success, The Leadership Mind and The Navy Go-Getter. He

is known for being a pacesetter and defining productivity levels for individuals and teams.

Collins has brought together thousands of people to form close, caring, and trusting

relationships through his gift of inspiration and motivation. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.
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The Great Things The Northman, The Great Things The Boys, The Great Things The Knot,

The Great Things The Batman

Ebook Tops Reader., “Dynamically Empowering!. This empowering book is for anyone

graduating from high school or college, or maybe finding a career. It will let them know that

greatness awaits them, and it can be achieved by them. This book is simply fascinating. Buy

one and gift one, you won't regret it. Additionally, the illustrations complete this book, making it

dynamically empowering. A must read. Highly recommended.”

Vincent, “A Book for All Ages!. The Great Things You'll Do! is a book that delivers in text and

illustrations. The book encourages to do great things whether raising family, taking care of the

elderly or becoming a doctor. It's all up to you, the great things you will do. How confident

should you be of your success, 98 plus 2 percent...guaranteed! Highly recommended.”

manuel depina, “This book has a wonderful message of doing great things in life. This book

has a wonderful message of doing great things in life. Very inspiring. Continuing until you

succeed is the way to go. I bought several copies for people who needed a pick me up, it

worked! A great read and highly recommended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic Read!. This book empowers and encourages readers to do

great things in life. Everyone, young or old, must read this book! I enjoyed reading this book.

Awe-inspiring!”

DLR, “Inspiring and Motivational!. This is an awesome book to gift for graduation, promotion,

souvenir, etc. I truly was inspired to gift to my lil brother. The illustrations are wonderful and the

message is inspiring and motivational. Highly recommended. Purchase more than one and

gift to those you love!”

Gigi, “Journey of Life in a Book. This is the best gift to convey the "Journey of Life" and how

success can be obtained by the great things one can do. Illustrations are superb. I highly

recommend for they young and mature.

  

The Great Things You'll Do!”

Lakaisha Bonner, “Awesome Read! This book is very motivating and inspiring .... Awesome

Read! This book is very motivating and inspiring for kids as well as young adults who is

gradating from high school and college.”

Darlene Green, “A Confidence-Builder!. I like that this book is a motivating factor to encourage

great things in life and to refocus should anyone need to get back on track to success.

Teachers can use this book at the beginning of the school year as a confidence-builder in the

students. The illustrations will surely add clarity, breadth and depth. Every class should have

this book. I recommend donating a copy to a classroom and as a gift for graduation. Highly

recommended.”

The book by Gregory Collins has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 13 people have provided feedback.
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